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WARNING:

MODEL#: 8208-FB

ASSEMBLY AND DRESSING INSTRUCTION

Electrical Danger

Turn Power Off

All electrical componets must be
installed by a licensed electrician
in accordance with the National
Electric Code and the appropriate
local electrical codes.
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You will need 8 - Cand. Bulb
60 Watts Max
Bulb not included.
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PARTS ENCLUDED
(A) Mounting strap
(B) Mounting screw
(C) Canopy
(D) Cap nut
(E) Top loop
(F) Chain
(G) Hanger

WARNINGS:
Turn off power (unplug from the wall outlet) before replacing
the bulb(s), making sure the bulb(s) had sufficient time to
cool down. DO NOT subject the lamp to any shock while lit as
shattering of lamp may result.
TO ASSEMBLE:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
plastic covering.
2. Turn off power to the junction box where the pendant will
be installed.
3. Remove mounting strap (A) from canopy (C) by unscrewing
cap nut (D).
4. Attach mounting strap (A) to ceiling outlet box and secure
with mounting screws (B).
5. Insert top thread nipple in mounting strap (A).
6. Hook one end of chain (F) to the hanger (G) on light
fixture, another end to lop loop (E) on canopy (C) at
desired height. Hanging chain (F) can be cut if need to
adjust the height.
7. Gently pull wires from ceiling outlet box and allow the
wires to hang.
8. Carefully inspect the pendant’s two fixture wires. One has
very fine ridges molded into the plastic covering – this
is the NEUTRAL WIRE. The second wire’s covering is smooth
– this is the HOT WIRE. The bare wire is the GROUND WIRE
9. Connect the GROUND WIRE from the fixture with the ground
wire (usually bare) from your ceiling box using a wire
nut. If you house does not have ground wire, then attach
the GROUND WIRE from the fixture to the green grounding
screw inside of the outlet box. T IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE
OUTLET BOX IN YOUR HOME BE PROPERLY GROUNDED.
10. Connect the NEUTRAL WIRE from your fixture with the
Neutral wire (usually white) from your ceiling box using a
wire nut.
11. Connect the HOT WIRE from your fixture with the hot wire
(usually black) from your outlet box using a wire nut. DO
NOT REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL CONNECTIONS OR SAFETY WILL
BE COMPROMISED.
12. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the ceiling outlet
box.
13. Slip canopy (C) to affixed mounting strap (A), letting the
nipple on mounting strap (A) pass through the holes of
canopy and secure with cap nut (D).
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14. Insert the recommended 60-watt Type B bulbs (not included)
into the threaded sockets.
15. Restore power to the junction box and test the pendant
fixture.
16. Assembly is complete.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
To clean, use a soft cloth only. DO NOT use any chemical or
abrasive cleaners.

